Price for your moving to Vienna

For more than 7 seven years, we have been professionally engaged in the moving in Vienna and around Europe. You
can rely on our experience in the moving industry.
We deal with moving and the change of residence every day. It is not by chance that more than 500 customers trust us
with their moving process year over year to ensure optimal conditions.
We will help you move as simply and stressless as possible.
You can find an overview of our moving prices here:

MOVING PACKAGE A
2 men + a truck = €40/hour (VAT excluded)
PACKAGE A is convenient for a small-scale moving.
Our “basic package A” covers moving from smaller
apartments, ranging approximately 20m2 to 40m2 .

MOVING PACKAGE B
3 man + a truck = €60/hour (VAT excluded)
PACKAGE B is recommended for a medium-sized
moving.
Our “standard package B” is convenient for the
majority of our clients. It is best for apartments and
households ranging approximately 50m2 do 80m2.
MOVING PACKAGE B
3 man + a truck = €60/hour (VAT excluded)
PACKAGE B is recommended for a medium-sized
moving.
Our “standard package B” is convenient for the
majority of our clients. It is best for apartments and
households ranging approximately 50m2 do 80m2.

NO STOPPING ZONE
It is mostly used for medium-sized
relocation.
Sometimes it makes sense to organize a no stopping zone
in order to guarantee a parking spot in front of your
building for our trucks. That way, the distance between
your apartment and the track is much shorter, so the
moving can be done much faster.
Depending on the scale of moving and the situation with
an existing parking, decision is made about the no
stopping zone, whether it is necessary or not. Sometimes
eve two no stopping zones may have sense, depending on
the location of your old and new address.
Making a no stopping zone at the first address:
€100 (VAT excluded)
Making a no stopping zone at the second address:
€200 (VAT excluded)

SPECIAL TRANSPORTS
4+ men = price on request
Of course, we deal with special transport of heavy and
massive furniture as well. Our team is specialized in
secure packing + transport of upright pianos, pianos,
safes, etc.

For more information on our moving service visit our web page:
•

http://www.wienermoebelpacker.at

Contact us for a detailed and unbinding offer for moving:
•

+43 676 612 33 30

•

info@wienermoebelpacker.at

